Tangram Tales: Story Theater Using the Ancient Chinese Puzzle
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Libraries Unlimited, 2008. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect Condition. A+ Customer Service! Summary: "For elementary and drama teachers of students in grades two through six, as well as teaching artists, De La Casas, an author, storyteller, and teaching artist, brings together tales from around the world that she adapted to incorporate the Tangrams puzzle, meant to combine the teaching of math and language arts. She describes the story theater process and presents 25 stories, with illustrations of Tangrams shapes and reproducible patterns. A puzzle is included with the book. Corresponding language arts benchmarks are listed." - Reference & Research Book News.

Reviews

Completely essential read ebook. It is among the most awesome book i actually have read. I am very happy to explain how this is basically the greatest book i actually have read in my individual existence and might be he best pdf for possibly.
-- Prof. Alexandro Runolfsson

Comprehensive manual for publication lovers. We have read through and so i am confident that i am going to going to read yet again once more down the road. i am easily could get a enjoyment of looking at a created pdf.
-- Guy Ruecker
Tangram puzzles originated in China sometime before 1780. The object of Tangram puzzles is to arrange all the pieces into different shapes. Mathematics Games Tangram Puzzles Critical Thinking Skills Brain Teasers Different Shapes. Geometric Shapes. The object of the Egg Tangram puzzle is to form different bird shapes using all 9 tangram pieces. This Egg Tangram puzzle two set comes with 55 challenge cards and two sets of tangram pieces so you can play by yourself or with another person. Cat Tangram set with challenge cards puzzle for kids coffee | Etsy. The Tangram Puzzle is a Chinese puzzle that was created during the Song Dynasty. Learn to make your own puzzle then make the puzzles that are included. Folktales and legends. Angel wings -- City mouse & Country mouse -- Golden vase -- Greedy king -- Jack & the bean tree -- Legend of scarface -- Lion & the mouse -- Magic porridge pot -- Milky Way -- Shipwrecks & the lighthouse -- Why the sun & moon live in the sky -- Why pixies have wings -- Science and history. Apples -- Beautiful but poisonous butterflies -- Discovery of silk -- Glass -- Penicillin -- History of pizza -- Volcanoes -- Walls -- Story puzzle patterns. The ancient Chinese story of the tangram is that a sage, a wise old man was to take a precious sheet of glass to the king who needed a window in his palace. The square piece of glass was wrapped in silk and canvas and carried in the sage's backpack. The journey was long, the sage crossed a desert and rivers, he travelled through forests and fields. Tangrams are ancient Chinese puzzles that are still used today by both adults and children. A tangram begins with a square. This square is cut into seven standard pieces. Each piece is called a tan. When creating pictures with tangrams all seven pieces must be used to complete each picture. When tangrams are used during storytelling, the storyteller arranges the tans to show the shape of the characters in the story. Each new arrangement helps to tell the story elements as the story develops. Easy Tangrams Puzzles. Help your child's imagination grow with these Tangram picture cards. Kids use their knowledge of geometry and grow their spatial awareness to solve the puzzles. Games For Kids. Activities For Kids.
Tangram, the Ancient Chinese shapes game. Joost Elffers. Penguin Books 1976. ISBN ? Contains over 1500 Tangram puzzles (and their solutions). Tangrams, 330 puzzles. Ronald C. Read. Dover Publications 1965. A Tangram Tale. William Cameron. Brockhampton Press 1972. ISBN 0 340 15949 9. A picture story of the Willow Pattern told in Tangrams. For a historical account of the tangram puzzle and several examples of similar types of puzzles see. Creative Puzzles of the World. Pieter van Delft & Jack Botermans. 9 The ancient Chinese used tangrams to tell stories. The storyteller moves the tans (shapes) around to make and show the shape of a character in the story. 10 You are going to hear one of these Ancient Chinese Tangram stories right now! Listen to the story and watch how the tangrams are arranged to make each picture in the story! 11. 12. The Chinese Tangram Game is a cool activity to do with kids that has great educational value and is loads of fun to play. Find out its history, how to make your own, and the fun you can have with it! Tangrams are the most popular of all the Chinese puzzles. It is a kind of puzzle that was invented in China a long time ago. It is made up of seven flat shapes known in Chinese as "tans". The seven tangram pieces always have the same shapes, but the puzzle can be made any size. The shapes are: 2 large triangles.